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Global Search Optics:
Automatically Exploring Optimal Solutions to

Compact Computational Imaging Systems
Yao Gao1, Qi Jiang1, Shaohua Gao1, Lei Sun1, Kailun Yang2,3, and Kaiwei Wang1,†

Abstract—The popularity of mobile vision creates a demand
for advanced compact computational imaging systems, which
call for the development of both a lightweight optical system
and an effective image reconstruction model. Recently, joint
design pipelines come to the research forefront, where the two
significant components are simultaneously optimized via data-
driven learning to realize the optimal system design. However, the
effectiveness of these designs largely depends on the initial setup
of the optical system, complicated by a non-convex solution space
that impedes reaching a globally optimal solution. In this work,
we present Global Search Optics (GSO) to automatically design
compact computational imaging systems through two parts: (i)
Fused Optimization Method for Automatic Optical Design (Opti-
Fusion), which searches for diverse initial optical systems under
certain design specifications; and (ii) Efficient Physic-aware Joint
Optimization (EPJO), which conducts parallel joint optimization
of initial optical systems and image reconstruction networks
with the consideration of physical constraints, culminating in the
selection of the optimal solution. Extensive experimental results
on the design of three-piece (3P) sphere computational imaging
systems illustrate that the GSO serves as a transformative end-to-
end lens design paradigm for superior global optimal structure
searching ability, which provides compact computational imaging
systems with higher imaging quality compared to traditional
methods. The source code will be made publicly available at
https://github.com/wumengshenyou/GSO.

Index Terms—Computational imaging, end-to-end lens design,
image reconstruction, global optimization

I. INTRODUCTION

We are heading to a new era of mobile vision, characterized
by increasingly compact imaging optical systems. These ad-
vancements shift more correction tasks from traditional optical
design to image reconstruction algorithms, a process central
to computational imaging [1]. Traditionally, the optical system
and the image reconstruction model in computational imaging
have been designed sequentially and separately, as depicted
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the design modes for computational imaging systems.
(a) shows the separate, sequential design mode. (b) shows the joint design
mode that requires manual determination of the initial structures. (c) shows
the proposed GSO paradigm (joint design mode in which the algorithm
automatically provides the initial structures).

in Fig. 1(a), which may show curtailed performance induced
by incompatibility between the two components. Recent years
have seen the rise of joint design pipelines that effectively
bridge the gap between optical design and algorithmic de-
velopment [2]–[4]. These paradigms leverage differentiable
imaging simulation models within an automatic differentiation
(AD) framework, enabling the joint optimization of optical
systems and image reconstruction models. Focusing on final
image quality metrics, the joint design mode moves away
from traditional optical design measures like the Point Spread
Function (PSF) or the Modulation Transfer Function (MTF).

This paradigm has been widely applied successfully to the
design of single-element optical systems, e.g., Diffractive Op-
tical Element (DOE) or metasurface [2], [5], [6]. Meanwhile,
considerable efforts have been made to expand the paradigm to
compound optical systems composed of multiple refractive op-
tical elements [3], [4], [7] and further expand the optimization
variables to the full set of lens parameters [8], [9]. However,
the design of compound lenses presents a significant challenge
due to their highly non-convex nature, making it almost impos-
sible to commence with a random set of parameters. Typically,
a preliminary design exhibiting basic functional performance
is developed first. This initial design is then refined through a
process of joint optimization. As illustrated in Fig. 1(b), even
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Fig. 2. Overview of our compact computational imaging systems design method. GSO (Global Search Optics) includes OptiFusion (Fused Optimization
Method for Automatic Optical Design) and EPJO (Efficient Physic-aware Joint Optimization). OptiFusion fuses Simulated Annealing (SA), Genetic Algorithm
(GA), and ADAM to automatically search for initial structures with sufficient diversity based on traditional optical design metrics. EPJO includes an enhanced
differentiable simulation model that incorporates differentiable ray tracing, patch-wise convolution, as well as an Image Signal Processing (ISP) pipeline.
Additionally, EPJO incorporates customized memory-efficient techniques that enable parallel joint optimization of the initial structures discovered by OptiFusion
and image reconstruction models, within reasonable computational resources. This approach allows us to select the jointly optimal solutions based on the final
reconstructed image quality metrics.

with the involvement of the image reconstruction network, the
traditional method of manually restricting the overall design
space based on optical design principles, does not obviate
the necessity for skilled personnel. To this intent, this paper
highlights a key issue: the traditional methods often fails to
identify an initial lens design that closely approximates the
global optimum. This shortcoming primarily arises from the
potential disconnect between traditional optical design metrics
and the final reconstructed image quality metrics.

To address this issue, recent studies on joint optimization
propose to start from randomly initialized configurations,
leveraging curriculum learning to reduce dependence on an
initial design [10], [11]. Nevertheless, these approaches often
overlook the intricate and stringent manufacturing constraints
associated with optical systems, potentially leading to the
limitations of the optimized results in practical applications.
Additionally, the direct joint optimization of both the optical
system and the image reconstruction model consumes consid-
erably more computational resources than traditional optical
design. Joint optimization starting from random configurations
could, therefore, prolong the design process and restrict the
breadth of the solution space available for exploration.

In this work, we introduce Global Search Optics (GSO), a
comprehensive end-to-end lens design framework as shown
in Fig. 1(c), which bypasses the requirement for manual
initial setting determination and features robust global search

capabilities. For the sake of design efficiency and performance,
we believe that establishing sound initial structures based on
traditional optical design metrics remains essential for our
joint design approach. Although some studies have proposed
a Deep Neural Network (DNN) framework to automatically
infer lens design starting points tailored to the desired spec-
ifications, the diversity of output lens designs for the same
specifications is limited [12], [13]. Uniquely, GSO includes
the Fused Optimization Method for Automatic Optical Design
(OptiFusion), which combines Simulated Annealing (SA),
Genetic Algorithm (GA), and ADAM to autonomously find
initial structures with adequate diversity rooted in traditional
optical design metrics. GSO also includes Efficient Physic-
aware Joint Optimization (EPJO), featuring an advanced dif-
ferentiable simulation model and customized memory-efficient
techniques. This allows for parallel joint optimization of initial
structures identified by OptiFusion and image reconstruction
networks, efficiently using computational resources to select
the optimal solution based on the final image quality metrics.
Furthermore, EPJO considers the intricate physical constraints
of optical systems and the categorical nature of glass materials
to ensure practical manufacturability. The overview of GSO is
shown in Fig. 2.

To manage the complexity of the solution space and achieve
the compact design of the computational imaging systems,
we highlight GSO’s enhanced global search capability by
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designing Three-Piece (3P) spherical computational imaging
systems, illustrating a marked improvement over traditional
manual methods for initial structure determination. Addi-
tionally, our experimental findings suggest a lack of direct
correlation between traditional optical design metrics and
the final reconstructed image quality metrics, reinforcing the
rationale for increasing the diversity of initial optical designs to
avoid overlooking optimal solutions. We have also conducted a
rigorously controlled comparative study, which shows that the
joint design approach consistently outperforms the traditional
separate and sequential design methods in achieving superior
image quality. To summarize, our key contributions are:

• Introduction of Global Search Optics (GSO), a compre-
hensive end-to-end lens design framework that thoroughly
and autonomously explores the solution space for com-
pact computational imaging systems.

• Validation of GSO’s superior global search capability
through comparison with traditional method of initial
structure determination, and demonstration of the weak
correlation between traditional optical design metrics and
final reconstructed image quality metrics.

• Execution of definitive experiments that establish the
joint design approach’s substantial enhancement in the
performance of computational imaging systems over the
separate design mode.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Computational Imaging for Compact Optical Systems

The aberration-induced image blur is inevitable for Compact
Optical Systems (COS) due to insufficient lens groups for
aberration correction [14], [15]. To this intent, computational
imaging methods [16], [17] appear as a preferred solution,
where optical designs with necessary optical components are
equipped with an image reconstruction model. Early efforts
have been made to solve the inverse image reconstruction
problem through model-based methods [18], [19]. Recently,
learning-based methods [20]–[29] have been widely explored
for delivering more impressive results of computational imag-
ing for COS, which benefits from the blooming development
of image restoration [30], [31], image super-resolution [30],
[32], [33] and image deblur [31], [34], [35] methods. Further
research has developed deep learning frameworks for the joint
optimization of COS and reconstruction models, aiming to
perfectly align them and thus enhance overall imaging per-
formance [2], [3], [11], [36], [37]. Traditionally, joint design
has relied on manually crafted lenses as initial points [2], [3],
[36] or employed strategies like curriculum learning [11] for
optimizing random initial lenses and reconstruction models,
somewhat restricting the breadth of global search capability.
Considering these limitations, this work introduces Global
Search Optics (GSO), a novel framework for the design
of compact computational imaging systems, to automatically
generate a variety of starting points for joint optimization, and
efficiently achieve joint optimization of all starting points and
reconstruction models.

B. Automatic Optical Design

In the field of joint optimization of optical systems and post-
processing models, generating a variety of initial optical sys-
tem structures is essential. This need highlights the importance
of automatic optical design, which seeks to develop algorithms
capable of minimizing or even eliminating manual intervention
in the design process. The Damped Least Squares (DLS)
method, introduced by Kenneth Levenberg [38], has been
favored in engineering for its rapid convergence. However,
DLS often becomes trapped in local minima, and it requires
considerable expertise to establish a robust initial structure,
limiting the potential for full automation. Efforts have been
made to automate the inference of lens design starting points
using Deep Neural Networks (DNN) tailored to specific re-
quirements [13], [39]. Yet, the lack of a comprehensive optical
system database restricts the diversity of the outputs, and the
model is confined to basic specifications like effective focal
length, F-number, and field of view, without accommodating
more complex physical constraints. As algorithms and com-
putational power have evolved, various heuristic global search
algorithms, e.g., Simulated Annealing (SA), Genetic Algo-
rithm (GA), Ant Colony Algorithm (ACA), Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO), and Tabu Search (TS), have become
prevalent in automatic optical design [40]–[45]. Nevertheless,
the purpose of the above works is still to automatically design
the optimal optical system under traditional design metrics,
and the diversity of design results cannot be guaranteed.
Consequently, we propose the Fused Optimization Method
for Automatic Optical Design (OptiFusion), which combines
Simulated Annealing (SA), Genetic Algorithm (GA), and
ADAM to automatically search for diverse initial structures.

C. Joint Optimization of Optical Systems and Image Process-
ing Algorithms

The joint optimization of optical systems and image pro-
cessing algorithms represents a groundbreaking paradigm that
has gained traction in recent years [2]–[5], [46], [47]. This
paradigm has been applied successfully to the design of single-
element optical systems composed of a single Diffractive
Optical Element (DOE) or metasurface [2], [5], [48]–[53]
and has also been applied to the design of hybrid systems
composed of an idealized thin lens combined with a DOE
as an encoding element [6], [47], [54]–[58]. Most recently,
there has been an effort to expand the paradigm to com-
pound optical systems composed of multiple refractive optical
elements [3], [4], [7]–[9], [11], [13], [59], [60]. However,
many of these studies have neglected the intricate physi-
cal constraints inherent in real-world applications of optical
systems [3], [4], [7], [59], [60]. Some efforts have merely
imposed basic constraints, like ray angle [8], [11], which
do not adequately address manufacturability concerns. Fur-
thermore, the substantial computational memory required for
joint optimization continues to be a significant challenge, with
some researchers questioning the feasibility of fully optimizing
with the available computational resources [9], [23], [28].
This work proposes Efficient Physic-aware Joint Optimization
(EPJO) to address these challenges. EPJO not only takes into
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Algorithm 1 Implementation steps of OptiFusion
Input: Design specifications, number of generations in GA

(N ), number of Individuals (m)
Output: The last generation of Elite (ZN )

1: X1 ← Initialization() ▷ Random Initialization
2: for g = 1, 2, ..., N do
3: X ′

g ← SA(Xg) ▷ Global Optimization
4: Yg ← SelectParent(X ′

g) ▷ Select Parent
5: Y ′

g ← ADAM(Yg) ▷ Local Optimization
6: Zg ← SelectElite(Y ′

g ) ▷ Select Elite
7: Mg ← Mutate(Y ′

g ) ▷ Mutate Parent
8: Xg+1 ← Merge(Mg , Zg) ▷ Next Generation
9: end for

10: return ZN

account the complex physical constraints of optical systems
and the categorical nature of glass materials to ensure their
manufacturability but also achieves efficient joint optimization
through customized memory-efficient techniques.

III. OPTIFUSION: PROPOSED METHOD FOR AUTOMATIC
OPTICAL DESIGN

OptiFusion is an evolutionary algorithm designed to au-
tomatically generate diverse initial optical systems for sub-
sequent joint optimization. This method combines Genetic
Algorithms (GA), Simulated Annealing (SA), and ADAM
to optimize spot size and meet physical constraints (Sec.
III-A). The foundational concept of OptiFusion is based
on evolutionary theory, where all optical systems constitute
a Population, and each system within is considered an
Individual. OptiFusion begins with random initialization of
the Population (Sec. III-B). Throughout the evolutionary
process, each generation applies SA for preliminary global
optimization (Sec. III-C), followed by selection of a subset
of the globally optimized Population as the Parent, using
GA’s selection mechanism (Sec. III-D). ADAM then performs
local optimization on the Parent (Sec. III-E). A select portion
of this locally optimized Parent group is designated as
Elite. Should the evolutionary process continue, the Parent
undergoes mutation and is merged with the Elite for further
optimization in the subsequent generation (Sec. III-F). If the
evolutionary process concludes, the Elite is finalized as the
output. The specific procedures are outlined in Algorithm 1.

A. Loss Function of OptiFusion

OptiFusion models a compact lens as a stack of several
spherical glass elements, characterized by their curvatures (c),
glass and air spacings (s), and the refractive indexes (n) and
Abbe numbers (v) at the “d” Fraunhofer line (587.6nm).
Following [3], we employ the approximate dispersion model
n(λ) ≈ A + B/λ2 to retrieve the refractive index at any
wavelength λ, where A and B follow the definition of the
“d”-line refractive index and Abbe number. Once the field of
view and aperture size are set, ensuring no vignetting occurs,

we express the normalized lens parameters — including cur-
vatures, spacings, refractive indexes, and Abbe numbers — as
an n-dimensional vector

x = (x(1), x(2), ..., x(n))T ∈ Rn. (1)

The primary objective is to optimize x to minimize a specific
loss function L(x).
Imaging Quality Loss. Traditional lens designs focus on
straightforward metrics such as the spot RMS radius, where
memory demands for computing are relatively moderate. In
OptiFusion, to expedite the search for viable initial structures,
we integrate a spot loss (Ls) and a longitudinal chromatic
aberration loss (Llc) to assess an optical system:

Liq = Ls + λlcLlc. (2)

Here, Ls quantifies the average spot RMS radius across all
sampled fields of view and wavelengths. And Llc accounts for
the average longitudinal chromatic aberration, not addressed
by Ls. We typically set λlc at 0.25 to maintain an optimal
balance.
Physical Constraint Loss. For basic parameters x, we
straightforwardly constrain their normalized values within the
range [0, 1]. However, for key physical properties, e.g., effec-
tive focal length and total system length, which are derived
from x, it’s imperative to incorporate a soft physical constraint
loss (Lpc) to align with design specifications using the La-
grangian approach. Suppose there are ni physical quantities
to be constrained, with each quantity qi subject to a lower
threshold q

(i)
min and an upper threshold q

(i)
max, along with a

specified weight αi. The Lpc is then expressed as:

Lpc =
1

ni

∑
i

αi[max(q
(i)
min−qi, 0)+max(qi−q(i)max, 0)]. (3)

This formulation implies a linear penalty for any deviation of
qi from the interval [q(i)min, q

(i)
max], ensuring a smooth optimiza-

tion process under these constraints.
OptiFusion Loss. The overall loss function for OptiFusion,
denoted as LOF , is formulated as:

LOF = Lpc + λiqL2
iq. (4)

Here, λiq is set to 20, balancing the emphasis on imaging
quality with other design considerations, such as effective
focal length and total system length. And the unit of LOF

is millimeters. When multiple working object distances are
specified in the design, the average value of LOF across
all distances serves as the aggregate loss for optimization
purposes.

B. Initialization

To reduce reliance on manual input from optical designers
and enable fully automated design, OptiFusion begins with the
random initialization of the Population, which comprises m
Individuals expressed as:

X = {x1,x2, ...,xm}. (5)
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Each xi is a randomly initialized individual, structured as per
Eq. (1). In terms of the parameters, normalized curvatures and
spacings within xi are randomized within the range [0, 1]. Dif-
ferently, the normalized refractive indexes and Abbe numbers
are set to either 0 or 1, based on established optical design
insights suggesting that extreme values of refractive indexes
and Abbe numbers often enhance the imaging performance of
simple optical systems.

C. SA for Preliminary Global Optimization of Population

Simulated Annealing (SA) is a heuristic algorithm that mim-
ics the thermodynamic process of cooling to achieve global
optimization by potentially accepting suboptimal solutions to
escape local minima. Unlike gradient-based methods such as
ADAM or DLS, SA does not require derivative information,
thereby reducing computational demands. Thus, SA is partic-
ularly suited for a preliminary global search when facing a
large number of highly inferior Individuals to be optimized.

SA iteratively optimizes Population. During each iteration,
assuming that ∀xi ∈ X , we calculate the loss Li based
on Eq. (4) and adjust the annealing temperature to improve
adaptability:

TSA = λSALi, (6)

where λSA is predefined as 0.1. A random perturbation ∆x ∈
(−0.1, 0.1) is applied to xi, yielding a new Individual x′

i and
its loss L′

i. The change in loss, ∆L = L′
i−Li, determines the

acceptance probability of x′
i:

PSA = min(e−∆L/TSA , 1). (7)

A random number ϵ ∈ (0, 1) is drawn; if ϵ<PSA, xi is
updated to x′

i; otherwise, it remains unchanged. Furthermore,
SA tracks the best historical solution and its loss Lbest

i for each
Individual, utilizing this information to gauge the progress
towards convergence. In general, we define the mean loss value
of Population as

Lmean =
1

m

m∑
i=1

Lbest
i . (8)

When the rate of decrease of Lmean is less than the threshold,
which is typically set to 0.025, it is considered that the global
optimization has reached convergence, and we output the set
of historical optimal Individuals for further selection:

X ′ = {xbest
1 ,xbest

2 , ...,xbest
m }. (9)

D. Selection of Parent

The Parent is selected as a subset of X ′, denoted as Y :

Y = {y1,y2, ...,ym′} ⊂ X ′, (10)

where m′=r(0.06m) and r(·) represents rounding to the
nearest integer. To curate a collection of high-quality and
diverse Y from X ′, we refine the Genetic Algorithm’s (GA)
selection process to better suit optical design. We begin by
defining:

Lall = {Lbest
1 ,Lbest

2 , ...,Lbest
m }. (11)

We then sort X ′ based on Lall and select Y from X ′

prioritizing from highest to lowest quality. To prevent the se-
lection of overly similar optical systems and maintain diversity
within the Parent group, we measure the Euclidean distance
d=∥x′

i−x′
j∥ between ∀x′

i,x
′
j∈X ′. If d≤0.2, only the superior

individual is chosen for inclusion in Y .

E. ADAM for Local Optimization of Parent
Despite the quick convergence offered by the Damped Least

Squares (DLS) method, its computational speed can signifi-
cantly decrease as the number of variables increases, due to
the necessity for matrix inversion. Alternatively, ADAM [61],
known for its efficient local optimization and adaptive learning
rate adjustments, is more apt for automatic optical design.
ADAM does require gradient information for parameter op-
timization; however, in cases of the relatively simple LOF ,
effective optimization can be achieved using the first-order
difference quotient as a gradient approximation. This approach
avoids the need for differentiable simulation models and
substantially reduces memory usage.

Thus, we employ ADAM to optimize the Parent group Y ,
selected as Sec. III-D, towards local optima. We also imple-
ment a cosine annealing learning rate schedule to enhance the
robustness of ADAM’s optimization process. The optimization
steps and convergence criteria align with those described in
Sec. III-C, leading to the optimization of the Parent, now
denoted as Y ′.

F. Selection of Elite and Mutation of Parent
The Elite group is selected from the subset of Y ′ and is

denoted as Z:

Z = {z1, z2, ...,zm′′} ⊂ Y ′, (12)

where m′′ = r(0.02m). This selection process follows the
mechanisms outlined in Sec. III-D. If the process has surpassed
the predetermined number of generations, the Elite becomes
the final output; otherwise, it is carried over to the next
generation to ensure that high-quality optical systems are not
discarded through the evolutionary process. Additionally, to
expand the exploration of potential solutions for subsequent
generations, mutation operations are applied to Y ′. ∀y′

i ∈ Y ′,
a number nmut of variables are randomly altered within the
range [0, 1], where nmut is set to r(0.3n). Moreover, the total
length of the optical system is kept constant pre- and post-
mutation to ensure the rationality of the mutation results. The
mutated results, represented as M , along with the Elite Z,
are then merged to form the Population X for the next
generation.

IV. EPJO: PROPOSED PIPELINE FOR JOINT OPTIMIZATION

This section outlines the differential imaging simulation
model presented in Sec. IV-A, which facilitates simultaneous
optimization of the optical system and the image reconstruc-
tion network. Sec. IV-B defines the loss function of EPJO.
Then we introduce a customized adjoint back-propagation
strategy for memory-efficient in Sec. IV-C. Finally, we de-
scribed the detailed steps of EPJO for joint optimization in
Sec. IV-D.
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A. Differentiable Imaging Simulation Model

We establish an accurate differentiable simulation model
suitable for compact optical systems with large aberrations,
which achieves gradient back-propagation from image recon-
struction network parameters to optical system parameters.
Differentiable PSF Formation Model. In our differentiable
imaging simulation pipeline, the aberration-induced degrada-
tion is represented through the energy dispersion of the Point
Spread Function (PSF). We employ a ray-tracing-based model
for PSF formation that enables accurate and differentiable
results. Differentiable ray tracing is achieved by alternating be-
tween updating the coordinates of the rays from one interface
to the next using the Newton iteration method and updating the
direction cosines following Snell’s Law as in [3] and [4]. Rays
are initially positioned at the entrance pupil, and a ray-aiming
correction step [8] is applied to ensure precise simulation of
optical systems, particularly those affected by pupil aberra-
tions. Then, rays can be traced to the image plane to obtain
the PSF. In compact optical systems with significant geometric
aberrations, where diffraction effects can be neglected, the PSF
is calculated by Gaussianizing the intersection of the ray with
the image plane [36]. Specifically, the intensity distribution of
a ray at the image plane intersection is modeled by a Gaussian
function:

E(m,n) =
1√
2πσ

exp(−r(m,n)2

2σ2
). (13)

Here, r(m,n) represents the distance between the pixel
(m,n) and the ray’s center at the image plane, and
σ=

√
∆x2+∆y2/3. The superposition of each Gaussian spot

results in the final differentiable PSF.
After obtaining PSFs for all sampled fields and wavelengths

using the aforementioned methods, we synthesize them into
three-channel RGB PSFs. This synthesis utilizes the spectral
sensitivity characteristics of the simulated CMOS sensor, as
follows:

PSFc(θ) =
∑
λc

Wc(λc) · PSF (θ, λc). (14)

Here, θ represents the sampled fields of view, and c represents
one of R, G, and B channels. λc represents sampling wave-
lengths of the corresponding channel and Wc(λc) represents
the corresponding normalized wavelength response coefficient.
Moreover, it is essential to account for the influence of
longitudinal chromatic aberration on the central positioning of
each channel within the three-channel RGB PSFs. Therefore,
we designate the center of the G-channel PSF as the reference
point for the RGB PSFs, adjusting the PSFs of the R and B
channels based on their actual central positions. Consequently,
we generate the integrated three-channel RGB PSFs across all
sampled fields of view.
Patch-wise Convolution and ISP Pipeline. To facilitate the
construction of more realistic aberrated images, an Image
Signal Processing (ISP) pipeline is employed [62]. Initially, the
scene image IS undergoes sequential applications of inverse
Gamma Correction (GC), inverse Color Correction Matrix
(CCM), and inverse White Balance (WB) to transform it into

the scene raw image I ′S . The inverse ISP pipeline is expressed
as:

I ′S = P−1
WB ◦ P

−1
CCM ◦ P

−1
GC(IS), (15)

where ◦ denotes the composition operator, and PWB , PCCM ,
and PGC represent the procedures for WB, CCM, and GC,
respectively.

Subsequently, patch-wise convolution is applied to I ′S . I ′S is
divided into nh×nw patches, each measuring s×s pixels. It is
assumed that PSFs within these patches are spatially uniform.
Convolution is then performed between the image patches and
their corresponding PSFs, which are then recompiled into the
degraded raw image I ′A. Each patch of I ′S is designated as
I ′S(c, h, w), where c indicates one of the R, G, and B channels,
and h and w denote the patch’s position on the image plane.
The associated PSF, PSF (c, h, w), is derived by interpolating
PSFs across all sampled fields of view and adjusting them by
rotating to the correct angle:

PSF (c, h, w) = Prot(
∑
θ

W (θ) · PSF (c, θ)), (16)

where Prot represents the rotation process, PSF (c, θ) is the
PSF from a specific field of view and W (θ) is the normalized
interpolation weight determined by the inverse square formula.
The degraded raw image patch I ′A(c, h, w) is approximated as:

I ′A(c, h, w) ≈ PSF (c, h, w) ∗ I ′S(c, h, w). (17)

After that, we mosaic the degraded raw image I ′A before
adding shot and read noise to each channel. Moreover, we
sequentially apply the demosaic algorithm, WB, CCM, and
GC to the R-G-G-B noisy raw image, where the aberration-
degraded image IA in the sRGB domain is obtained. The ISP
pipeline can be defined as:

IA = PGC ◦ PCCM ◦ PWB ◦ Pdemosaic ◦ (Pmosaic(I
′
A) +N),

(18)
where N represents the Gaussian shot and read noise. Pmosaic

and Pdemosaic represent the procedures of mosaicking and
demosaicking, respectively.

B. Loss Function of EPJO

We define the loss function of EPJO balancing the emphasis
on final reconstructed image quality with consideration of
intricate physical constraints.
Imaging Quality Loss. We reconstruct aberration-degraded
images IA through an image reconstruction network to pro-
duce reconstructed images IR. To extend the depth of field
in compact computational imaging systems, we segment the
continuous object distance range into three training depths.
The imaging quality loss function is formulated as:

L′
iq =

1

3

∑
j

[Lmse(IRj , IS) + λ1Lperc(IRj , IS)]

+
∑
j ̸=2

λ2Lmse(IRj , IR2),
(19)

where Lmse denotes the MSE loss, and Lperc indicates the
perceptual loss function based on the pre-trained VGG16
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network [63], enhancing alignment with human perception.
And Lmse(IRj , IR2) means that we take IR2 as a reference to
keep reconstructed images depth-invariant. We set λ1=0.01,
λ2=0.1.
Physical Constraint Loss. Our joint optimization process,
EPJO, also imposes strict constraints on relevant physical
quantities and aligns glass variables with catalog glasses to
ensure manufacturability. The physical constraint loss function
is given by:

L′
pc =

1

ni

∑
i

αi[(max(q
(i)
min − qi, 0)

+max(qi − q(i)max, 0))]
2 + Lgv,

(20)

where Lgv minimizes the squared distance between each set
of continuous glass variables and the nearest catalog glass:

Lgv =
1

p

p∑
i=1

min(λn∥ni − ncat∥22 + λv∥vi − vcat∥22),

(21)
where p is number of lenses and empirically we set λn=100,
λv=0.0004. Unlike Eq. (3), Eq. (20) implies a more severe
quadratic penalty instead of a linear penalty for any deviation
of qi from the interval [q

(i)
min, q

(i)
max], which is more suitable

for optical systems that have already roughly met the specifi-
cations.
EPJO Loss. To balance imaging quality and physical con-
straints effectively, we define the EPJO loss as:

LEPJO = L′
pc + λ′

iqL′
iq, (22)

in which λ′
iq is empirically set to 100.

C. Adjoint Back-propagation for Memory Savings

When the loss function is in the image space (e.g. Eq. (19))
which involves calculating a large number of PSFs, simu-
lating high-resolution images, and going through image re-
construction networks, straightforward back-propagation re-
quires unaffordable device memory. The work of [4] has
proposed an adjoint back-propagation approach that splits for-
ward computations into multiple passes to alleviate the back-
propagation memory issue. Unfortunately, our differentiable
imaging simulation model is based on the convolution of
PSFs and images rather than relying on image rendering in
which many millions of Monte Carlo rays are sampled [4],
which makes existing adjoint methods not directly applicable.
Therefore, we propose a customized adjoint back-propagation
method for our differentiable imaging simulation model.

Fundamentally, the device memory of our differentiable
simulation model is mainly consumed in storing intermediate
variables for calculating a large number of PSFs. Therefore,
we propose a novel adjoint approach to manually separate the
calculation of PSFs from subsequent steps. Given the loss
function LEPJO, our goal is to evolve variable parameters
θ iteratively towards an optimal θ′ using gradient-based opti-
mization, and this requires computing ∂LEPJO/∂θ, the partial
derivatives that indicate how design parameters affect the error
metric locally. Assuming F (θ) is a continuous function of θ

Algorithm 2 Implementation steps of EPJO
Input: Lenses number (p), initial optical system (O) and

randomly initialized image reconstruction model (R)
Output: Jointly optimized optical system (O′

p) and image
reconstruction model (R′

p)
1: {O′

0, R′
0} ← JointOptimize({O, R}) ▷ Continuous Glass

2: for j = 1, 2, ..., p do
3: Oj ← SelectGlass(O′

j−1, j) ▷ Select Catalog Glass
4: Rj ← R′

j−1

5: {O′
j , R′

j} ← JointOptimize({Oj , Rj})
6: end for
7: return {O′

p, R′
p}

for calculating PSFs, ∂LEPJO/∂θ can be represented by the
chain rule as:

∂LEPJO

∂θ
=

∂LEPJO

∂F (θ)

∂F (θ)

∂θ
. (23)

According to Eq. (23), after calculating PSFs, we perform
the first back-propagation to obtain ∂F (θ)/∂θ, the partial
derivatives of PSFs with respect to the optical system pa-
rameters. Then, we store F (θ) and ∂F (θ)/∂θ while clearing
the computation graph and intermediate variables because
the memory consumption for storing F (θ) and ∂F (θ)/∂θ is
much smaller. Subsequently, we take PSFs as a differentiable
input to calculate LEPJO. Finally, we conduct a second back-
propagation to obtain ∂LEPJO/∂F (θ), and thus we can obtain
∂LEPJO/∂θ according to Eq. (23). Since the computation
time in joint optimization is mainly spent on the image recon-
struction network rather than calculating PSFs, the additional
time required to perform the first back-propagation to calculate
∂F (θ)/∂θ can be ignored. Therefore, such an adjoint back-
propagation approach significantly reduces memory consump-
tion to an affordable level without affecting the optimization
time.

D. Implementation Steps of Joint Optimization

Unlike training individual image reconstruction networks,
joint optimization requires a focused approach that takes into
account the distinct characteristics of both optical systems
and networks. Therefore, we have tailored exclusive steps
specifically for joint optimization, as outlined in Algorithm 2.
Conditions for Convergence. In each epoch, the optimization
process involves nO iterations for adjusting the optical system
parameters. Within each iteration dedicated to the optical
system, nR iterations are performed to fine-tune the network
parameters, ensuring their adaptability to change in the optical
system. After each iteration of optimizing the optical system,
we evaluate its performance on the validation dataset. The
combination of optical system and network parameters that
yields the best performance among the nO iterations of each
epoch is selected as the optimal configuration for that epoch.
If the best performance of the current epoch fails to surpass
the best performance of the previous epoch, it is considered
that the joint optimization has converged to an optimal state.
We empirically set nO=5, nR=1000 to ensure the smooth
progress of the entire optimization process.
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Replacing Continuous Glass Variables With Real Glass.
Given the discrete nature of glass materials, our initial ap-
proach involves optimizing the refractive index and Abbe num-
ber of the material as continuous variables. Using Eq. (21) as
a guiding principle, we gradually move towards the realization
of actual materials within the solution space. Subsequently, to
translate these continuous variables into the desired catalog
glass material, we employ a step-wise substitution method.
This involves systematically selecting the glass materials that
require replacement in a prescribed order. Once the compu-
tational imaging system is optimized to satisfy convergence
conditions, we proceed to replace the chosen continuous vari-
ables with the closest matching material from our glass library.
This replacement is based on Eq. (21), and the corresponding
variables are subsequently fixed. The process continues with
retraining until convergence is achieved, followed by the re-
placement of the next glass component, until all glass materials
have been replaced.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Under two distinct specifications for three-piece (3P) spher-
ical lens designs, we compare the designs generated by
OptiFusion with those produced by the optical design soft-
ware CODE V and evaluate the proficiency of OptiFusion in
automatically crafting diverse initial structures for EPJO in
Sec. V-A. In Sec. V-B, we furthermore evaluate the global
search capability of GSO by comparing it with the method of
manually determining the initial structures, aided by CODE
V. Additionally, we investigate the interrelationship between
traditional optical design metrics and the final reconstructed
image quality metrics. Finally, in Sec. V-C, we test the
enhancement in reconstructed image quality achieved by the
joint design mode, in contrast to the separate design mode.

A. Experiments on Automatic Optical Design

We establish two representative specifications for three-
piece (3P) spherical lens designs, as outlined in Table I.
Specifically, 3P-I necessitates a narrow field of view coupled
with a substantial aperture, whereas 3P-II requires a broad field
of view and a smaller aperture. To ensure a comprehensive
depth of field, we establish three distinct working distances for
each design specification. LOF (Eq. (4)) serves as the unifying
evaluation metric for optical systems. The physical attributes
that necessitate soft constraints include effective focal length,
distortion, air edge spacing, glass edge thickness, back work-
ing distance, total length, and image height. The respective
weights assigned to these attributes, based on their constraint
ranges, are {0.1, 1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.05, 0.01, 1}. Subsequently, we
utilize OptiFusion and CODE V to independently design op-
tical systems that adhere to the specified design requirements.
When utilizing OptiFusion, we set the number of generations
N to 14 and the number of Individuals m to 2000. The final
Elite set comprises 40 distinct optical systems, from which
we select the average values of the top-4 evaluation metrics.
Given the incorporation of heuristic random search algorithms,
we employ OptiFusion to design each specification three
times to mitigate the effects of randomness. For comparative

TABLE I
DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS FOR TWO TYPES OF THREE-PIECE (3P)

SPHERICAL LENSES.

Parameters 3P-I 3P-II

Field of view 40◦ 64◦

F-number 2.5 4.0

Effective focal length 38mm ∼ 42mm 21mm ∼ 25mm

Working distance 100m, 10m, 5m 5m, 1m, 0.5m

Distortion −2% ∼ 2% −8% ∼ 8%

Curvature −0.1 ∼ 0.1

Semi-diameter 0mm ∼ 20mm

Air center spacing 1mm ∼ 15mm

Air edge spacing 1mm ∼ 15mm

Glass center thickness 4mm ∼ 15mm

Glass edge thickness 5mm ∼ 15mm

Refractive index 1.51 ∼ 1.76

Abbe number 27.5 ∼ 71.3

Wavelength 486nm, 588nm, 656nm

Back working distance 18mm ∼ 30mm

Total length 40mm ∼ 60mm

Image height 14.16mm ∼ 14.44mm

Aperture stop position Between the second and third lenses

purposes, we design 4 distinct lenses for each specification,
leveraging the assistance of CODE V. The average values of
their evaluation metrics are then considered for analysis.
Experimental Results. As outlined in Table II, the design
results generated by OptiFusion, across all three iterations,
consistently outperform those achieved with the assistance
of CODE V software. This superiority is noteworthy, given
that OptiFusion demonstrates overall stability despite incor-
porating a random search mechanism. Fig. 3 offers a more
vivid comparison of the design outcomes. It is evident that
OptiFusion and CODE V can design similar initial structures
when adhering to identical design specifications. Furthermore,
the optimal designs arrived at by both methods exhibit a high
degree of congruence. Given the intricate relationship between
software-assisted design time and the proficiency of designers,
we offer only an approximate reference for the average design
time. Typically, CODE V assisted designs require approxi-
mately 3 hours, whereas OptiFusion significantly reduces this
timeframe to just about 1 hour. Additionally, CODE V relies
heavily on human design expertise, often commencing with an
existing structure as a starting point. In contrast, OptiFusion
is a fully automated design approach that can initiate the
design process from scratch, solely relying on the provided
design specifications. Therefore, as an innovative method for
automatic optical design, OptiFusion not only offers a diverse
array of initial structures for joint design mode but also holds
the potential to emerge as a superior alternative to traditional
optical design software, particularly in the realm of simple and
compact optical designs.

B. Experiments on Searching for Optimal Solutions

We employ optical systems with evaluation metrics LOF

less than 0.065 searched by OptiFusion in Sec. V-A as the
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Fig. 3. Visual comparison between OptiFusion and CODE V under two design specifications: 3P-I and 3P-II. For each specification, the left-hand side
showcases the design results achieved with the assistance of CODE V, whereas the right-hand side displays the most closely matching structure discovered
by OptiFusion. The structure of each optical system is named as a sequence of G (glass thickness), A (air spacing), T (convex surface), O (concave surface),
and S (aperture stop). The underlined G and A represent corresponding thickness or spacing greater than 10mm. The different parts are highlighted in red.

TABLE II
COMPARISON BETWEEN OPTIFUSION AND CODE V.

CODEV OptiFusion

3P-I 0.0456 0.0435, 0.0433, 0.0433
3P-II 0.0468 0.0384, 0.0379, 0.0385

initial structures of EPJO for further joint optimization. The
number of initial structures we obtain for 3P-I is {5, 7, 6}
and the number of initial structures we obtain for 3P-II is
{15, 10, 17}. As a comparison, we also perform the same joint
optimization on the 2× 4 initial structures designed with the
assistance of CODEV in Sec. V-A.
Differentiable Imaging Simulation. To match the image
height in Table I, we employ a virtual sensor with diago-
nal d=28.6mm. The sensor resolution is set to 1920×1280
pixels, which means the pixel size should be calculated as
12.394µm. We sample 5 wavelengths for each channel based
on a quantum efficiency curve that follows the Sony IMX172
sensor similar to [8]. To reasonably control the speed and
memory consumption of differentiable imaging simulation, we
uniformly sample the PSF of 7 fields of view and get the
PSFs of the non-sampling field point by interpolation. We
assume that the PSFs in the range of 64×64 pixels are spatially
uniform, so every image is split into 30×20 patches that are
64×64 in size.
Data Preparation. We adopt DIV2K [64] which contains 900
images of 2K resolution as ground truths and divide these

Fig. 4. Catalog glasses that meet the design specifications and are available
in stock all year round from the Chengdu Guangming Optoelectronic Corpo-
ration in China.

images into the training set and validation set at 8:1. Then,
images of different sizes are center-cropped and rotated to
1920×1280 pixels to match the sensor resolution, and images
with length or width less than that of the sensor resolution
will be discarded. Finally, we have obtained a training set
containing 697 images and a validation set containing 92
images.
Catalog Glasses. To convert continuous glass variables into
catalog glasses, we use glasses that meet the design speci-
fications and are available in stock all year round from the
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TABLE III
QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON BETWEEN CODE V ASSISTED JOINT DESIGN METHOD AND GSO.

CODE V GSO1 GSO2 GSO3
PSNR↑ SSIM↑ LPIPS↓ PSNR↑ SSIM↑ LPIPS↓ PSNR↑ SSIM↑ LPIPS↓ PSNR↑ SSIM↑ LPIPS↓

3P-I

29.99 0.8533 0.0772 30.38 0.8636 0.0719 30.24 0.8614 0.0746 30.31 0.8605 0.0727
29.93 0.8513 0.0809 29.91 0.8556 0.0820 30.12 0.8606 0.0755 29.92 0.8508 0.0806
29.64 0.8466 0.0833 29.84 0.8527 0.0806 29.80 0.8500 0.0818 29.59 0.8444 0.0838
29.28 0.8339 0.0929 29.42 0.8406 0.0885 29.67 0.8465 0.0848 29.54 0.8423 0.0878

3P-II

29.43 0.8389 0.0881 29.68 0.8438 0.0839 29.83 0.8484 0.0814 29.70 0.8506 0.0814
29.32 0.8304 0.0933 29.57 0.8399 0.0879 29.69 0.8398 0.0848 29.68 0.8418 0.0867
29.10 0.8279 0.0964 29.46 0.8391 0.0881 29.58 0.8396 0.0855 29.60 0.8419 0.0882
29.12 0.8266 0.0968 29.45 0.8396 0.0881 29.50 0.8430 0.0879 29.57 0.8393 0.0882

Fig. 5. Visualization of comparison between CODE V assisted joint design method and GSO. The design results of 3P-I and 3P-II are presented from top
to bottom and we use PSNR, SSIM, and LPIPS as evaluation metrics which are displayed from left to right.

Chengdu Guangming Optoelectronic Corporation in China, as
shown in Fig. 4.

Training Details. We use SwinIR [30] as the image recon-
struction network without modifying the architecture. The
Residual Swin Transformer Blocks (RSTB) number, Swin
Transformer Layer (STL) number, window size, channel num-
ber, and attention head number are generally set to 5, 6,
8, 96, and 6, respectively. During training, the patch size
and batch size are set to 256×256 and 12 respectively, in
which each of the 3 working distances occupies 4 batch size.
The ADAM optimizer with different learning rates is utilized,
considering the respective characteristics of optical system
variables and network variables. Specifically, the learning rates
for curvature, spacing, refractive index, and Abbe number
are set to 0.0002, 0.02, 0.001, and 0.2 respectively, and the
learning rate of the network is 0.0001. To deal with a total
of 68 initial structures, we implement EPJO in PyTorch [65]
on 30 NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3090 GPUs for 64 hours, in
which the average optimization time required for each initial

structure is about 32 hours.

Experimental Results. After EPJO completes the joint op-
timization, we evaluate the results using PSNR, SSIM [66],
and LPIPS [63]. The final ranking basis is determined by
averaging the rankings obtained from these metrics. Subse-
quently, we select the top-4 results and compare them to the
CODE V assisted joint design outcomes. Table III reveals that,
compared to the CODE V assisted joint design method, GSO
achieves significant improvements. For the optimal solution
of 3P-I, GSO improves PSNR by 0.25dB∼0.38dB, SSIM
by 0.0072∼0.0103, and LPIPS by 0.0026∼0.0053. Similarly,
for the optimal solution of 3P-II, GSO enhances PSNR by
0.25dB∼0.40dB, SSIM by 0.0049∼0.0115, and LPIPS by
0.0042∼0.0067. Furthermore, Fig. 5 visually demonstrates
that the design results obtained through GSO are overall
superior.

The key distinction between the two methods is that GSO
incorporates OptiFusion, enabling the automatic generation of
a vast array of diverse optical systems that adhere to the design
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Fig. 6. Correlation between spot RMS radius and reconstructed image quality after joint optimization. The horizontal axis represents the average spot RMS
radius of all working distances, sampling fields of view, and sampling wavelengths after joint optimization, and the vertical axis represents the corresponding
PSNR, SSIM, and LPIPS.

requirements. Conversely, with assistance of CODE V, only a
limited number of high-quality optical systems can be crafted
within a constrained timeframe. Consequently, in contrast to
manually scouring for a small number of initial structures,
GSO significantly enlarges the solution space by embracing a
greater diversity of initial structures. This broadening is ne-
cessitated by the weak correlation between traditional optical
design metrics and the ultimate reconstructed image quality
metrics. For instance, while it is imperative for the recon-
structed image quality that the spot size remains small, this
does not automatically translate to an initial structure with a
smaller spot size outperforming others after joint optimization
with the reconstruction network. This suggests that the image
reconstruction network may have unique and often unforeseen
preferences. Therefore, exploring a broader range of diverse
initial structures is crucial to prevent overlooking the optimal
initial structure and significantly enhancing the likelihood of
discovering the global optimal solution.

To further prove our point, Fig. 6 demonstrates the weak
correlation between spot RMS radius and reconstructed image
quality, in which the horizontal axis represents the average
spot RMS radius of all working distances, sampling fields
of view and sampling wavelengths after joint optimization,
while the vertical axis represents the corresponding PSNR,
SSIM, and LPIPS of the reconstructed images. The scattered
and irregular data distribution in Fig. 6 indicates that the
relationship between spot RMS radius and final reconstructed
image quality is unclear, and even if the spot of the optical
system is smaller, the final reconstruction quality of the images
may still be better. Please refer to the Appendix for detailed
results.

C. Comparison of Joint Design and Separate Design Methods

Although in theory, the joint design method can explore the
solution space more comprehensively compared to the separate
design method due to its ability to synchronously optimize the
optical system and image reconstruction model, the presence
of complex physical constraints does not necessarily guarantee
better performance of the joint design method, and the two
methods have always lacked fair experiments for quantitative
comparison. In this section, we design experiments to inves-
tigate the benefit of joint design methods in improving the

upper limit of computational imaging system performance.
To ensure the fairness of the experiment, the initial struc-
tures are consistent with the initial structures of EPJO in
Sec. V-B and the loss function is also set to Eq. (22). The
difference lies in that the separate design method replaces the
reconstructed image in Eq. (22) with the degraded image for
optimization and then fixes the designed optical system before
training the reconstruction network. In other words, the optical
system is independently designed without the reconstruction
network, and then the reconstruction network is independently
optimized. In addition, all training strategies are consistent
with Sec. V-B, ensuring that the only factor affecting the
final result is whether the optical system is co-designed with
the reconstruction network. As the results of the joint design
method have been obtained from Sec. V-B, we only implement
the separate design method on 30 NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3090
GPUs for about 72 hours.

Experimental Results. As shown in Fig. 7, the PSNR, SSIM,
and LPIPS of degraded and reconstructed images are presented
from top to bottom. The horizontal axis of each subgraph
represents the order of joint optimization metrics and the
vertical axis compares the quality of degraded or reconstructed
images between the joint design method and the separate
design method. Overall the degraded image quality of the
43 out of 60 separately designed structures is better than
that of the jointly designed structures, bringing improvements
of 0.04dB in average PSNR, 0.0027 in average SSIM, and
0.0076 in average LPIPS. This is because the separate design
method aims to design optical systems with degraded image
quality as the goal. In contrast, the reconstructed image quality
of the 53 out of 60 jointly designed structures is better than that
of the separately designed structures, bringing improvements
of 0.30dB in average PSNR, 0.0081 in average SSIM, and
0.0082 in average LPIPS. Please refer to the Appendix for
detailed results. Despite the presence of other interference
factors, such as physical constraints and the substitution of
continuous glass variables with actual glass during the training
process, the joint design method can still significantly enhance
the final reconstructed image quality in most instances, even if
the initial degraded image quality does not reach the optimal
level. The joint design method is particularly well-suited for
visual tasks like image reconstruction because it employs
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Fig. 7. Quantitative comparison of joint design mode and separate design mode. The imaging quality of the degraded and the reconstructed images are
presented from top to bottom. We use PSNR, SSIM, and LPIPS as imaging quality metrics, which are displayed from left to right. The horizontal axis
represents the order of joint optimization metrics and the vertical axis compares the quality of degraded or reconstructed images between joint design and
separate design methods.

the final reconstructed image quality derived post-algorithm,
rather than traditional optical design metrics, as the training
objective. This approach allows for the structural parameters
of the optical systems to be finely tuned for visual tasks.
Moreover, the algorithm parameters for these tasks can un-
dergo profound adjustments that are often unpredictable. This
element of unpredictability underscores the critical importance
and unique advantage of joint optimization.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have introduced the GSO, an end-to-end design frame-
work tailored for compact computational imaging systems,
capable of autonomously exploring optimal solutions. We
have established that GSO’s improvement in global search
capability stems from the increased diversity of initial struc-
tures, highlighting the lack of significant correlation between
traditional optical design metrics and the jointly optimized
reconstructed image quality. Our conclusive experiments il-
lustrate that the joint design approach markedly boosts the
performance of computational imaging systems over the sep-
arate design method.

Looking ahead, there is potential to expand OptiFusion’s
capabilities to autonomously design more intricate optical
systems. The extensive number of initial structures required
for more complex optical systems can impede the design
efficiency of GSO when all options are explored. Furthermore,
the development of a comprehensive lens library through
OptiFusion could facilitate the analysis of visual task model
preferences, substantially narrowing the range of initial struc-
tures to be screened. This enhancement would allow the
extension of GSO to more intricate computational imaging
design tasks. Additionally, such a lens library could also serve
to train network models for lens generation, accelerating the
inference of suitable initial structures.
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APPENDIX A
DETAILED RESULTS

Initially, we obtained {5, 7, 6} structures for 3P-I and
{15, 10, 17} structures for 3P-II, totaling 60 structures. In
Table IV, we present a comprehensive evaluation of the
jointly optimized final structures, including their spot loss and
corresponding performance metrics such as PSNR, SSIM, and
LPIPS. The spot loss is calculated as the average spot RMS
radius across all 3 working distances, 7 sampling fields of
view, and 15 sampling wavelengths after the joint optimization
process. For clarity and ease of analysis, we have sorted all
structures in descending order of their spot loss. Obviously,
a smaller spot loss does not necessarily mean better imaging
quality after the final reconstruction. In addition, we present in
Table V the PSNR, SSIM, and LPIPS of all jointly designed
and separately designed compact computational imaging sys-
tems.

APPENDIX B
VISUALIZATION COMPARISON

In this section, we undertake a comprehensive comparison
of the Global Search Optics (GSO) method, the CODE V
assisted joint design approach, and the separate design method.
For the design specifications 3P-I and 3P-II, we present the
optimal solutions discovered by both GSO and the CODE
V assisted joint design method. Notably, these two methods
rely on distinct initial structures. Additionally, we include the
results of the separate design method, which utilizes the same
initial structure as GSO. The diagram, detailed lens specifi-
cations, and final reconstructed image quality metrics are all
included in Fig. B.1, providing a comprehensive overview of
the designed lens characteristics. The optimal solutions found
by GSO significantly outperform those discovered by the other
two methods, demonstrating that GSO is indeed capable of
conducting a more comprehensive search of the solution space
for computational optical systems and enhancing the imaging
capabilities of these systems to their upper limits.

Furthermore, examples of image reconstruction correspond-
ing to 3P-I and 3P-II are presented in Fig. B.2 and Fig. B.3,
respectively, enabling a direct comparison of the performance
achieved by each method. It is noteworthy that even when
the final results of GSO sometimes result in more blurred
degraded images, the quality of the reconstructed images
remains superior to that achieved by the other two methods.
This is attributed to the fact that the combination of the optical
system and image reconstruction network discovered by GSO
is closer to the global optimal solution, rather than the optimal
solution obtained when the two are designed independently or
the diversity of the initial structures is insufficient.

TABLE IV
SPOT RMS RADIUS AND CORRESPONDING RECONSTRUCTED IMAGE

QUALITY.

Spot loss↓ PSNR↑ SSIM↑ LPIPS↓
S1 0.0288 29.53 0.8392 0.0883
S2 0.0291 29.44 0.8366 0.0882
S3 0.0294 29.68 0.8418 0.0867
S4 0.0297 29.69 0.8398 0.0848
S5 0.0297 28.67 0.8150 0.1052
S6 0.0299 28.73 0.8158 0.1047
S7 0.0300 28.36 0.8054 0.1133
S8 0.0311 29.45 0.8396 0.0881
S9 0.0311 29.57 0.8399 0.0879

S10 0.0315 29.06 0.8230 0.0997
S11 0.0330 29.83 0.8484 0.0814
S12 0.0330 29.60 0.8419 0.0882
S13 0.0333 28.97 0.8198 0.1020
S14 0.0338 29.14 0.8317 0.0955
S15 0.0340 29.15 0.8302 0.0962
S16 0.0344 28.98 0.8256 0.1010
S17 0.0345 29.50 0.8430 0.0879
S18 0.0352 29.57 0.8393 0.0882
S19 0.0354 29.17 0.8343 0.0943
S20 0.0355 28.81 0.8206 0.1015
S21 0.0355 28.84 0.8190 0.1003
S22 0.0358 28.62 0.8155 0.1061
S23 0.0366 29.16 0.8330 0.0939
S24 0.0369 28.38 0.8078 0.1130
S25 0.0370 29.46 0.8391 0.0881
S26 0.0375 28.42 0.8032 0.1142
S27 0.0380 28.80 0.8128 0.1041
S28 0.0386 30.12 0.8606 0.0755
S29 0.0388 30.38 0.8636 0.0719
S30 0.0392 29.68 0.8438 0.0839
S31 0.0397 29.28 0.8366 0.0946
S32 0.0398 29.91 0.8556 0.0820
S33 0.0401 28.91 0.8265 0.0994
S34 0.0405 28.85 0.8255 0.1004
S35 0.0406 29.51 0.8464 0.0836
S36 0.0408 28.64 0.8092 0.1070
S37 0.0411 29.70 0.8506 0.0814
S38 0.0422 28.98 0.8271 0.0986
S39 0.0424 30.31 0.8605 0.0727
S40 0.0427 29.59 0.8444 0.0838
S41 0.0433 29.54 0.8423 0.0878
S42 0.0436 30.24 0.8614 0.0746
S43 0.0436 29.58 0.8396 0.0855
S44 0.0438 29.84 0.8527 0.0806
S45 0.0439 28.78 0.8241 0.0998
S46 0.0446 28.76 0.8236 0.1015
S47 0.0451 29.16 0.8319 0.0965
S48 0.0453 29.36 0.8345 0.0906
S49 0.0457 29.67 0.8465 0.0848
S50 0.0458 29.80 0.8500 0.0818
S51 0.0458 28.93 0.8290 0.0980
S52 0.0459 29.05 0.8322 0.0945
S53 0.0478 28.62 0.8145 0.1035
S54 0.0489 29.22 0.8371 0.0900
S55 0.0505 29.15 0.8373 0.0914
S56 0.0526 29.42 0.8406 0.0885
S57 0.0530 29.92 0.8508 0.0806
S58 0.0537 29.06 0.8289 0.0956
S59 0.0572 29.46 0.8338 0.0880
S60 0.0717 28.74 0.8221 0.1040
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Type Radius Distance Material Semi-
Diameter

O Infinity {100000, 10000, 5000} AIR 0
S 17.430 7.812 H-K51 14.59
S 11.621 3.674 AIR 10.41
S 15.095 10.387 H-LaK53B 10.10
S 16.629 2.595 AIR 6.22
S Infinity 5.569 AIR 5.28
S 51.370 7.938 H-LaK53B 9.15
S -40.990 21.910 AIR 10.34
I Infinity 59.887 AIR 14.30

Type Radius Distance Material Semi-
Diameter

O Infinity {100000, 10000, 5000} AIR 0
S 19.637 6.604 H-ZF3 14.07
S 12.705 2.948 AIR 10.43
S 15.761 11.485 H-LaK53B 10.18
S 19.209 2.134 AIR 6.25
S Infinity 4.985 AIR 5.56
S 69.690 7.296 H-LaK53B 8.79
S -33.276 24.477 AIR 9.97
I Infinity 59.929 AIR 14.30

Type Radius Distance Material Semi-
Diameter

O Infinity {100000, 10000, 5000} AIR 0
S 17. 467 7.846 H-K51 14.57
S 11.625 3.609 AIR 10.39
S 15.100 10.401 H-LaK53B 10.09
S 16.637 2.616 AIR 6.20
S Infinity 5.674 AIR 5.24
S 50.589 7.838 H-LaK53B 9.20
S -40.673 21.902 AIR 10.36
I Infinity 59.886 AIR 14.30

GSO CODE V assisted joint design method Separate design method

3P
-I

Type Radius Distance Material Semi-
Diameter

O Infinity {5000, 1000, 500} AIR 0
S 20.527 6.057 H-K51 13.05
S 10.047 6.296 AIR 8.74
S 14.521 9.285 H-ZF5 7.58
S 16.930 2.514 AIR 4.16
S Infinity 0.995 AIR 2.81
S 62.388 7.278 H-LaK53B 3.84
S -18.019 21.323 AIR 6.02
I Infinity 53.748 AIR 14.30

Type Radius Distance Material Semi-
Diameter

O Infinity {5000, 1000, 500} AIR 0
S 306.883 6.622 H-LaK53B 20.100
S -182.684 10.734 AIR 18.370
S 14.862 6.474 H-ZF5 6.703
S 10.050 1.570 AIR 2.969
S Infinity 1.139 AIR 2.178
S -54.660 10.940 H-LaK53B 3.579
S -11.089 18.130 AIR 7.875
I Infinity 55.609 AIR 14.30

3P
-I

I

Type Radius Distance Material Semi-
Diameter

O Infinity {5000, 1000, 500} AIR 0
S 20.656 6.037 H-K51 13.01
S 10.029 6.303 AIR 8.71
S 14.545 9.276 ZF6 7.56
S 16.959 2.534 AIR 4.15
S Infinity 1.026 AIR 2.78
S 62.360 7.317 H-LaK53B 3.83
S -17.867 21.223 AIR 6.02
I Infinity 53.716 AIR 14.30

PSNR: 29.99

SSIM: 0.8533

LPIPS: 0.0772

PSNR: 30.38

SSIM: 0.8636

LPIPS: 0.0719

PSNR: 29.64

SSIM: 0.8468

LPIPS: 0.0896

PSNR: 29.83

SSIM: 0.8484

LPIPS: 0.0814

PSNR: 29.43

SSIM: 0.8389

LPIPS: 0.0881

PSNR: 29.26

SSIM: 0.8337

LPIPS: 0.0948

Fig. B.1. The optimal solutions found by GSO, CODE V assisted joint design method and separate design method. The design results of 3P-I and 3P-II are
presented from top to bottom. The optical system diagram, final reconstructed image quality metrics, and lens data are presented.
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TABLE V
DETAILED COMPARISON RESULTS BETWEEN JOINT DESIGN AND SEPARATE DESIGN METHODS.

Joint Design Separate Design
Degraded Reconstructed Degraded Reconstructed

PSNR SSIM LPIPS PSNR SSIM LPIPS PSNR SSIM LPIPS PSNR SSIM LPIPS

S1 23.46 0.6088 0.4148 29.53 0.8392 0.0883 23.50 0.6129 0.4078 29.27 0.8346 0.0980
S2 23.35 0.6065 0.4167 29.44 0.8366 0.0882 23.43 0.6088 0.4154 29.15 0.8285 0.0979
S3 23.53 0.6123 0.4082 29.68 0.8418 0.0867 23.57 0.6138 0.4090 29.45 0.8361 0.0932
S4 23.27 0.6022 0.4211 29.69 0.8398 0.0848 23.28 0.6021 0.4209 29.34 0.8313 0.0951
S5 23.08 0.5909 0.4376 28.67 0.8150 0.1052 23.23 0.5990 0.4238 28.67 0.8142 0.1063
S6 22.83 0.5832 0.4402 28.73 0.8158 0.1047 22.86 0.5847 0.4393 28.41 0.8069 0.1123
S7 22.71 0.5781 0.4469 28.36 0.8054 0.1133 22.74 0.5825 0.4351 28.23 0.8000 0.1188
S8 23.12 0.6005 0.4276 29.45 0.8396 0.0881 23.10 0.5967 0.4305 28.87 0.8256 0.0987
S9 23.36 0.6069 0.4135 29.57 0.8399 0.0879 23.42 0.6094 0.4103 29.28 0.8315 0.0971

S10 23.01 0.5901 0.4375 29.06 0.8230 0.0997 23.08 0.5940 0.4303 28.86 0.8179 0.1061
S11 22.81 0.5910 0.4267 29.83 0.8484 0.0814 22.74 0.5886 0.4297 29.26 0.8337 0.0948
S12 23.24 0.6067 0.4175 29.60 0.8419 0.0882 23.26 0.6059 0.4183 29.31 0.8371 0.0947
S13 23.09 0.5915 0.4378 28.97 0.8198 0.1020 23.32 0.6037 0.4212 29.21 0.8314 0.0958
S14 23.06 0.5987 0.4266 29.14 0.8317 0.0955 23.03 0.5953 0.4288 28.83 0.8237 0.1034
S15 23.18 0.6000 0.4255 29.15 0.8302 0.0962 23.29 0.6034 0.4206 29.23 0.8310 0.0944
S16 23.20 0.6028 0.4261 28.98 0.8256 0.1010 23.23 0.6041 0.4233 28.84 0.8230 0.1068
S17 23.13 0.6032 0.4229 29.50 0.8430 0.0879 23.19 0.6039 0.4202 29.24 0.8348 0.0974
S18 23.06 0.6000 0.4216 29.57 0.8393 0.0882 23.13 0.6011 0.4189 29.25 0.8328 0.0959
S19 23.09 0.5989 0.4229 29.17 0.8343 0.0943 23.00 0.5942 0.4318 28.78 0.8213 0.1023
S20 22.26 0.5678 0.4538 28.81 0.8206 0.1015 22.30 0.5721 0.4458 28.29 0.8058 0.1178
S21 23.05 0.5930 0.4342 28.84 0.8190 0.1003 23.10 0.5985 0.4305 28.49 0.8138 0.1112
S22 22.04 0.5617 0.4565 28.62 0.8155 0.1061 22.04 0.5631 0.4531 28.16 0.8045 0.1188
S23 22.09 0.5631 0.4679 29.16 0.8330 0.0939 22.15 0.5668 0.4522 29.01 0.8288 0.0968
S24 21.80 0.5511 0.4699 28.38 0.8078 0.1130 21.84 0.5553 0.4580 28.28 0.8029 0.1147
S25 23.17 0.6023 0.4240 29.46 0.8391 0.0881 23.19 0.6011 0.4261 28.74 0.8215 0.1074
S26 22.77 0.5786 0.4539 28.42 0.8032 0.1142 22.86 0.5841 0.4450 28.46 0.8039 0.1142
S27 22.96 0.5890 0.4458 28.80 0.8128 0.1041 23.10 0.5927 0.4385 28.76 0.8147 0.1066
S28 22.18 0.5693 0.4485 30.12 0.8606 0.0755 22.08 0.5766 0.4135 28.98 0.8276 0.1013
S29 22.45 0.5849 0.4435 30.38 0.8636 0.0719 22.38 0.5918 0.4144 29.64 0.8468 0.0896
S30 22.13 0.5674 0.4623 29.68 0.8438 0.0839 22.12 0.5712 0.4499 28.95 0.8237 0.1021
S31 22.83 0.5944 0.4355 29.28 0.8366 0.0946 22.97 0.5966 0.4316 28.88 0.8256 0.1037
S32 22.37 0.5782 0.4520 29.91 0.8556 0.0820 22.39 0.5868 0.4263 29.41 0.8471 0.0892
S33 22.74 0.5858 0.4407 28.91 0.8265 0.0994 22.72 0.5855 0.4416 28.65 0.8174 0.1071
S34 22.67 0.5832 0.4437 28.85 0.8255 0.1004 22.70 0.5808 0.4459 28.70 0.8179 0.1031
S35 21.79 0.5608 0.4612 29.51 0.8464 0.0836 21.88 0.5653 0.4507 29.16 0.8377 0.0942
S36 22.73 0.5804 0.4570 28.64 0.8092 0.1070 22.97 0.5900 0.4405 28.81 0.8147 0.1076
S37 22.21 0.5747 0.4467 29.70 0.8506 0.0814 22.18 0.5742 0.4398 28.96 0.8300 0.1005
S38 22.86 0.5904 0.4382 28.98 0.8271 0.0986 22.83 0.5907 0.4385 28.68 0.8184 0.1052
S39 22.41 0.5828 0.4507 30.31 0.8605 0.0727 22.45 0.5902 0.4308 29.92 0.8523 0.0826
S40 22.54 0.5856 0.4573 29.59 0.8444 0.0838 22.61 0.5907 0.4415 29.51 0.8428 0.0844
S41 22.31 0.5742 0.4461 29.54 0.8423 0.0878 22.39 0.5782 0.4504 29.18 0.8325 0.0956
S42 22.39 0.5898 0.4233 30.24 0.8614 0.0746 22.38 0.5918 0.4173 29.86 0.8529 0.0844
S43 23.21 0.6056 0.4212 29.58 0.8396 0.0855 23.21 0.6012 0.4275 28.99 0.8232 0.0996
S44 22.25 0.5875 0.4262 29.84 0.8527 0.0806 22.24 0.5921 0.4070 29.58 0.8474 0.0850
S45 22.58 0.5801 0.4469 28.78 0.8241 0.0998 22.66 0.5813 0.4443 28.74 0.8202 0.1044
S46 22.59 0.5829 0.4455 28.76 0.8236 0.1015 22.66 0.5817 0.4420 28.77 0.8212 0.1037
S47 22.32 0.5829 0.4344 29.16 0.8319 0.0965 22.44 0.5861 0.4397 29.19 0.8334 0.0984
S48 22.45 0.5841 0.4561 29.36 0.8345 0.0906 22.40 0.5839 0.4503 29.10 0.8282 0.0990
S49 22.17 0.5704 0.4666 29.67 0.8465 0.0848 22.11 0.5768 0.4387 29.20 0.8339 0.0967
S50 22.31 0.5833 0.4432 29.80 0.8500 0.0818 22.32 0.5847 0.4351 29.22 0.8354 0.0928
S51 22.81 0.5913 0.4351 28.93 0.8290 0.0980 22.87 0.5868 0.4390 28.90 0.8227 0.0975
S52 22.82 0.5889 0.4378 29.05 0.8322 0.0945 22.86 0.5903 0.4351 28.50 0.8150 0.1110
S53 22.26 0.5704 0.4793 28.62 0.8145 0.1035 22.21 0.5711 0.4682 28.43 0.8104 0.1118
S54 22.99 0.5970 0.4303 29.22 0.8371 0.0900 22.99 0.5951 0.4313 29.04 0.8295 0.0993
S55 21.21 0.5338 0.5036 29.15 0.8373 0.0914 21.47 0.5534 0.4502 28.97 0.8338 0.0942
S56 21.77 0.5536 0.4923 29.42 0.8406 0.0885 21.90 0.5791 0.4248 29.21 0.8328 0.0979
S57 22.09 0.5795 0.4395 29.92 0.8508 0.0806 22.08 0.5823 0.4297 29.66 0.8461 0.0899
S58 22.87 0.5922 0.4384 29.06 0.8289 0.0956 22.95 0.5923 0.4363 28.62 0.8179 0.1053
S59 22.36 0.5823 0.4475 29.46 0.8338 0.0880 22.48 0.5778 0.4728 28.63 0.8114 0.1091
S60 22.69 0.5857 0.4463 28.74 0.8221 0.1040 22.69 0.5818 0.4506 28.75 0.8176 0.1050
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Fig. B.2. Image reconstruction examples for GSO, CODE V assisted joint design method, and the separate design method under 3P-I.
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Fig. B.3. Image reconstruction examples for GSO, CODE V assisted joint design method, and the separate design method under 3P-II.


